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Revolution of July caused great excitement among them, and
the announcement that a Polish force might be sent to suppress
the Belgian Revolution led to a mutiny which developed into a
revolt. The fact that the Polish army was quite separate from
that of Russia made the fighting which followed seem like an
international war. The Poles succeeded in repelling the first
onset of the Czar's troops ; but they failed to make the most of
their advantage. Prince Czartoryski, who had been made head
of the Provisional Government in Warsaw, knew better than the
hot-headed country squires around him the hopelessness of
opposing the vast resources of the Czar, and insisted on opening
negotiations for the convocation of the Diet and the enlargement
of the kingdom. Nicholas skilfully prolonged the discussions
while he was concentrating his forces. Meanwhile the ex-
tremists had gained the upper hand in Warsaw and published a
Declaration of Independence. In taking this step they con-
fidently expected active support from France and Britain ; but
warm as was the sympathy felt for the Poles in those countries,
and hearty as was the dislike of their Governments for the Czar,
they were not prepared to undertake a campaign in such a
remote country. For some months hostilities were held up by
a terrible outbreak of cholera in both armies, but in the long run
there was no withstanding the weight of the Russian legions.
Warsaw was captured in September 1831. The Czar now
abolished the separate existence of Poland and incorporated it
in the Russian Empire. Almost the whole of the Polish aris-
tocracy went into exile. Most of them took refuge in France ;
and the palace of the Princes Czartoryski in Paris remained a
centre of Polish national culture right down to 1919.
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